College Ou ts Social Rules

Administration officials and the WSCGA have announced drastic restrictions that they have decided," said Smiling Jack "that we have had an attitude of distrust of the students. From now on we will work on the assumption that everyone is good at heart and that the best thing to do is to leave the students alone."

All social rules have been abolished. Boys and girls may now drink to excess if they wish without fear of "being separated from the college," said Smiling Jack says, "Under our system no student will be "big Sticker, who fathered the original idea. For 42 years after the fat head reporter, the idea was known on the Peninsula and throughout the Old Dominion for their hot jive, and old time classics. Among his repertoire on the more classical side are "Forever Amber At The Waterfront," and "Concerto for Harmonica by Apold." The popular last numbers include "David and Buss," and "Lady Can't Be Beautiful, But Definitely."

Latest weather reports from far corners show that the readings over Williamsburg for that night will be low. Rain will fall in a week ahead of time, and the temperature will be at least 10 degrees.

The administration has announced that there will be no need to send the girls corsages as there have not had all the dandelions in the Garden picked and frozen into corsages. Smiling Jack said, "The dandelion corsages will come from the garden."

The administration has announced that in case of rain the girls should cut off their evening gowns at least six inches above the floor, and be prepared to have abrasions after having tripped over couples engaged in conversation on the Garden steps.

Tota Beta Pi dances, soon to be served in the canteens, include such delicacies as Kendall soup, Kinnamon stew and its "effect on the population."

The pogo stick was first used by Maharli Chest's grandfather, T. Ma- bag Shicker, who fashioned the original one of wood. His design was an improvement, Mr. Shicker propelled himself upon the pogo stick, but without being able to walk. As Mr. Chest explained this travel technique to the Fat Head reporter, the idea works on the tennis ball principle, with shaft and handles added. If winter comes spring be far behind.

Since first arriving in America, and incidently Maharli Chest is the first man to cross the Atlantic by pogo-ogop, and he has nothing but praise for the "lovely little thing." "Always one jump ahead of the law!" Mr. Chest's state pogo stick cable came as a complete surprise to Mr. Shicker who was expected to land in the water. But the pogo stick, with the idea of standing on the (po) go, this erratic ad- vertisement of vertical movement, has now proved its popularity, so much so that it is being put in all leading cities of the country.
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Millions of Marys Get Around

By F. E. Smitscar

Have you ever been a night watchman? Have you ever seen your night watchman? If you haven't, eat your noodles; they will improve your night vision, to cite another phrase.

Skippinggally across the campus, our night watchmen have their nightgoggles on, with the campus candlesticks, to coin a phrase. With their distinctive dahlia bouquets, armed to the teeth, and with their distinctive dahlia bouquets, they slip from shadow to shadow, watching.

Do you know the difference between a night watchman? Here is our single definition of "night watchman," to help you improve your night vision. Night watchman is composed of night, watch, and man!

Night — Absence of Light

First, there is "night." Night is the absence of light. Light is the opposite of heavy. You figure it out from there. Our point is obvious...to coin a phrase.

Secondly, there is "watch." Watches have been found everywhere...on wrist, on watch pockets on bosoms, in Switzerland, and on the Rhine. Watch is a verb, or something written, especially when it is repeated. Sometimes it indicates action. Where action is indicated we find the night watchman. We presume that it is sufficiently obvious.

Women...Spare Ribs

The last component is "man." Man is a very illusory illustration of the absent-mindedness, or space-time, since in several instances "man" were made from spare ribs. That is as hollow as a song being written. Speaking of food, have you ever eaten in the cafeteria? We did.

Speaking of food, have you ever eaten in the cafeteria? We did. Making, that is...to coin a phrase. Men were made from spare-ribs. Women...were made from spare-ribs. There are many questions. Questions will always outnumber answers. Why do soap operators always have organ overtures? Will soap operators always have organ overtures? Will soap operators always have organ overtures? Will soap operators always have organ overtures? Will soap operators always have organ overtures?

Night Watchman Must Live

Therefore all things considered, we feel justified in demanding that the administration take some action. Night watches must have something to watch. Women's social rules must be amended to allow all-night dating. Consider the night watchman...after all, they have to live too, to coin a phrase.

Furthermore, we all need better night vision. Since we are going to have all night eventing, it is very much in our desire for the retention of all-night dating. All we want is...the opportunity for the night watchman something to watch. Night vision is all important.

Next Week

Two to this column next week for the answers to the unsolved problem and question...will night vision ever replace the sun? Will Little Nellie get Ghostly Goo's fraternity pin? Where did Aunt Gladys find her missing illegitimate daughter? Kittey will Kittey'sPrice School husband be able to save the life of his brother's sister-in-law? Legumberry Meatless?

The answer to these, and all other questions will be your next week...or simpler, send us the top of ten centuries of Mrs.'s beer and we will send you, popsicle, all of these answers, most engrossing on the head of a pin.
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THE WORLDS MOST HONORED WATCH

("Pete" Quynn and Bobbie Doll)

QUALITY CLEANING

Save Your Clothes for Us —
BERLOU GUARANTEED NO HOLE PROOFING
DRAK WATER REFELLIPENT
ALL OUR WORK DONE BY
COLLINS CLEANERS AND DYERS
MASTER CLEANERS

Congratulations and lots of luck!

(with an apology or two)

Your patronage and friendship have really been gratifying. We've just a couple months left, but we haven't been able to give you more of what you want. Don't talk, but think better now, as be sure to stop in to see us whenever...you're back.
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